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Ordinarily the Central Legislature was not going to meet for another three or four months when that occurred, I think, and we had to get out something immediately. It was a question of martial law ordinances. The whole place was going up in a blaze and you had to do something at once.
 40.	So you did something.    We need not go into
details, perhaps.    But that something involved the
passing of what would otherwise have been legisla
tion ?—It involved empowering the military authori
ties to take special action to control the situation.
 41.	What  was' interesting  to  me  to  know  was
whether in fact the power is found to be useful and
needs to be used ?—I think that is the explanation,
sir.    India is a country of such large distances and
it is difficult to get your legislature together at very
short notice.    That is the prime cause.
 42.	Has  there been  when  the legislature subse
quently   met,   in   your   experience,   strong   protest
against the ordinances ?—In one case there certainly
was, sir.    That was in connection with the Bengal
Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance in 1924.    That
was the ordinance, as you doubtless know, sir, which
dealt with the anarchical conspiracy in Bengal.
 43.	Yes,   I   know.—I   cannot   say   exactly  what
happened when the Assembly met.    Perhaps Sir Hari
Singh Gour will tell you about that.    I was not in
India at that time.
 44.	It is really enough to say that the thing is used.
That is what I should have expected.    It is open, I
dare say, to criticism by the Legislative Assembly
when it meets.
Let us just turn to Section 43A. I find it very mysterious. " The Governor-General may at his 1 discretion appoint from among the members of the 1 Legislative Assembly, council secretaries who shall ' hold office during his pleasure and discharge such ' duties in assisting the members of his executive ' council as he may assign to them." Frankly I do not understand it and I gather it has not been used. What do you conceive to be the possible application of it ? What is the meaning of it ?—I think the idea, the purpose or intention was to give some acquaintance of the working of the Central machine to politicians and to interest them and generally to enlist some of the non-officials as Government supporters.
 45.	Is there anything in the Act which says what
the   functions   of   the   council   secretaries   are ?—
Nothing at all.
 46.	It may be desirable to afford opportunities for
private  members  of the legislature to have their
first experience of responsibilities of administration
as deputies of ministers.    That might perhaps be
the  scheme in  the provincial legislative  councils.
But where you have no ministers, in the Central
legislature, what are the council secretaries to do ?—
I think he would have been admitted as a sort of
honorary member of the department.    He might to
a certain   extent   have   relieved    the   permanent
secretary of the department of his duties in the
Assembly.
47.	Mr. Stewart reminds me that in the report of
the Joint Select Committee (page 25 of the manual)
the clause which is now 43A is commented on thus :—
" The Committee  have inserted  this provision  to
" allow of the selection of members of the legislature
" who will be able to undertake duties similar to
"those of the Parliamentary Under-Secretaries in
r'this country.    It should be entirely at the dis-
* cretion of the Governor-General to say to which
" departments these officers should be attached, and
" to define the scope of their duties."   But speaking
with the greatest possible respect for the views of
the Joint Select Committee, what occurs to one is
that the parliamentary tinder-secretary has a minis
terial chief while  here it  would  mean  an  under
secretary without a minister.—He would be attached
to a department.    He would work with the member
of the department, sir.    The idea was certainly when
we examined the .Jhing in practice, when the thing
was discussed on a. resolution in the House, that he
 would be an extra hand for replying on behalf of the-department in the legislature.
48.	Lord Burnham :   Misled by an analogy which
is really an analogy of the House of Lords where the
Lords-in-waiting answer the enquiries addressed to
a   particular   department ?—When   the   thing   was-
discussed, I think, in the first Assembly the general
feeling among the members as^far as I could make-
out was that it would result in the Government of
India   securing   promising   young   politicians   and
cutting them off from their party.    Was that not so ?
Sir Hari Singh &®ur :  Quite.
 49.	The Chairman :  Probably we shall be expected
to make a report about the Sections in the Govern
ment of India Act, and naturally this is one.—I might
say this.    It is a matter of some interest.    The thing-
was  brought  up  by  a non-official   European,   Mr.
Spence,  and he  got practically no  support.    None-
of the parties liked it;   and that was in the first.
Assembly when they were all co-operators.    In the
second or third Assembly there would have been even
less support for it.
 50.	Lord Burnham :  It amounts to an opportunity
for political education ?—Certainly.
53.	Lord Burnham :   I am very much interested in-
this feature—it is not of course perhaps a curious-
feature of the Indian system—of the extraordinary
growth of conventions "outside  altogether the four
corners of the Government of India Act.    There is a
good deal about it in your sketch* which you fur
nished us with.    You have got on page 78 a sub-
paragraph   headed   " conventions   and   procedure."
It is not worth reading it because there is too much
of it.    But I might read one sentence.    " The most
' firmly established of all conventions is the fiscal ' convention, but the general discussion of all supply, ' the separation of railway finance, the discussion ' during demands for non-voted expenditure, the ' annual readjustment of ways and means, the ' appointment of standing departmental committees ' and the enlargement of the powers of the standing ' Finance Committee are all tending to harden into-' recognised conventions." Of course if you were criticising this in an unfriendly way you might call this encroachment ?—Our difficulty is in working a. rigid Constitution, and you have got to make it bend a little. I do not mean that there has been any encroachment.
 54.	Yes, but does it not in another sense mean the
ignoring  of  the  limitations   put  by  the   Imperial
Parliament upon the powers and functions of the?
legislature ?—I   think,   sir,   when   there   was   any
question of these conventions being made we have
always examined the proposed line of action very
carefully to make sure that we were not definitely
infringing the provisions either of the Act or of any
rule made tinder the Act.    I remember examining
the  question  of what is  called  the separation, oi
railway finance very carefully' from that point of
view, and I think our conscience is clear on that
score.
 55.	But take the question of the discussion, or*
non-votable    expenditure,    particularly    of    Army
expenditure.    That is not only a standing feature
but a predominant feature of the proceedings of the
Assembly ?—I really do not see how you can prevent
it by any rule.    Take the vote of the Army depart
ment.   That is a votable subject.    The Army depart
ment is very closely linked up -with the army and it
is almost impossible to say that at any stage the
speaker is irrelevant..
* Vol. IV.
 56.	But as a matter of practice you yourself say
that the " expenditure on defence is non-voted but
*' the Army expenditure may be attacked by a reduc-
" tion of voted expenditure on the secretariat establish-
" ment of the Army department" ?t—That is the way
it works.
 57.	I only would put it without giving any opinion
t VoL IV., p. 53.

